
Cowpet Bay West Condominium Association 

Board Meeting, August 23, 2022 7PM 

In attendance: Bill Hanson, Kevin Gregory, Alan Gordon, Michael Harrell, Judith Kromenhoek, 

Sherri Levin, Larissa Staszkiw, Jennifer Planeta, Matt Willey and Tanji Williams 

 

 
Facility Update (Matt and Tanji) 

 
Solar panels update - Matt spoke with Dale about installation and storage of panels. The 

panels will begin to be installed on the roof this week. He will install 33 panels to test the 

inverters. Installation should begin on Thursday. Matt will inspect the panels. Dale said they 

are all in the same shape. The panels are in storage. Matt will see them physically on 

Thursday and will hopefully start testing them on Thursday. The rest of the installation should 

go ok. 

 
Should we consider putting the remaining panels up now or wait until after hurricane season? 

Tanji will check with Jose from Global Insurance to make sure the panels will be covered by our 

insurance policy. Tanji will let us know what Global says and we will then decide how to 

proceed. 

 
Backup Generator Update - Mike Harrell spoke to Andy at CBE. CBE has a 60 Kilowatt 

generator. He runs more off it than we would be able to run off of our backup generator due to 

our electrical system. Andy spoke highly of Frank. Frank said the 40 kilowatt will handle the 

existing load we have. If we upgrade, it may not be able to handle the load. If we purchase 

something too large it might not run as efficiently. This generator will hardly ever be used. 

 
Do we want to spend more to get a 60 Kilowatt? We were built before Cowpet Bay East, so 

Cowpet West would be more costly to incorporate a 60 K into our plan. 

 
A 40 Kilowatt generator was recommended and they believe it is sufficient to run our property. 

It is a backup generator and not running all the time. We would not be able to tap into the 

generator to run the office and security lights, because it would be costly to do it. 

 
Wastewater is the big problem, and is the primary reason to have the extra generator. There 

would be a hefty penalty for dumping sewage due to power outages if something happens to 

our main generator. We have our main generator as a backup for WAPA and then we will have 

the backup generator.  The delivery would be the same on either one? Cost of 40 Kilowatt is 

$40,000. 

 
It might be better to purchase a small generator for the office because conduits are not easy to 

reach, they are isolated and would require major engineering. 



 

KG The 40 kilowatt  is  enough to run the RO plant and waste pumps. Comfortable with the 

40 kilowatt generator. MH is comfortable with it and the facts that exist now seem like it is a 

sound decision to go with 40KW.  Motion to go with a 40 KW generator.  Kevin made a 

motion, Judi seconded it. All in favor. 

 
Not sure when it will be delivered. It is ordered. Matt will call tomorrow to check on it. 

 
Big generator - The permanent shutter has been installed and will remove the doors on it. 

While it runs it will be open between 12 - 18 inches enough to cool the room and maintain 

ventilation. When it turns off it will close, there will be ample air flow while running. Project is 

almost finished. 

 
 

 
Proposed walkway to STYC - Needs to be fixed soon. 

 
Pump room Proposal -Gray water pump room underneath the two green  boards  is  falling 

down and is unsafe. It is hollow underneath, hollow tanks. We walk on that walkway.  To fix 

that area would be very costly. If we move the gray water room to a room that we already have 

housing for and transfer freshwater up to Leeward, it will be sufficient enough to house the gray 

water system. We need a well pump to deliver the system that we have in place and we would 

be able to eliminate the area that is falling down.  Need to add a well pump to the current 

system to work at a higher elevation and deliver volume and pressure that is needed. Well 

pump is not a major cost. Need to explore more plumbing functions. The pipes would deliver 

gray water and send down to another room and send across the breezeway. There is 3 phase 

electric and tied into the generator currently. The wastewater overflow tank, green tank, filled 

with sewage will fix both of those problems.   The sewage overflow and green tank will be 

moved and enclosed in a privacy fence, where two green doors are located. Sewage overflow 

can be pumped with a sump pump. Gray water will be moving under the units. One 3 phase 

delivery pump will be running.  Sewage will be isolated behind the privacy fence. The new RO 

machine will need a fence around it. 

 
How permanent is this intended? Can the main walkway be extended to STYC. 

 
We plan on reconnecting the path to the STYC. It is a complex plan and on the radar but will 

take time. 



BH Matt what is the estimated cost or the project? 

 
Waiting for a quote on the walkway?  Island Design wanted to bid on it. Matt will follow up on 

quotes. We have 2 quotes now. 

 
Windsor has good references, and has pictures of his completed work. 

If Island Designs can give us a quote quickly, we should get one. Bill Hanson will get the 

name from Matt. 

 
We need to move it now. It is not a safe area. 

 
Property site survey update - Liaison with DPNR regarding work permits. Amy Dempsy and 

Cherise are working on it. We are now able to get an emergency permit to work on the 

wastewater problem and walkway design and move the gray water room, and dig up Windward 

Way to fix primary sewer discharge that is not in use. When we receive the emergency permit, 

we can work on it as soon as we are ready. We are waiting on the land survey and trying to 

get from Keon Rawlins. Give another week to work on it. Hopefully Monday we will have it. 

Keon not responding. May need to start with someone else if we do not get an answer from 

him soon. 

 

 
Trash collection update -  MH Robert had trash tasks on Sunday and emptied twice on 

weekends and we are not that full. Protocols have been added to the rules and regulations to 

empty trash. Another person suggested a company that charges $65 per day to empty twice 

a day and empty all cans. How do we justify to owners $40 a month? 

Need more information from  the other company.  What does the company drive?  Find out if it 

is a trash truck?   Would it be too big for our driveway? Matt thinks we are managing it ok. If 

we can do it for half the money. Do we need it more than 1.5 times/day? If we go with 

another company we will still be policing the grounds for trash pickup. BH to Larissa what 

organization is using them? Sapphire is using them, Matt will reach out to find out how it is 

working with Sapphire.It would save 7,000. We get other things out of the other employee  

doing the job now. Let’s table trash issue until we find out what happens with our employee. 

 
How many complaints have we had? 1 



 
Employee bonuses and salary increases were discussed. In September, annual increases 

will be announced. Bonuses will be announced near the Christmas holiday. Bonuses and 

increases will be based on evaluations in light of the job descriptions.  

 

 
. 

 

 
Security and Virus protection - Jim Jameison came into office. He looked at our security and 

thought it was fine.   We have an external hard drive and back it up weekly. My computer 

needs to be upgraded for next year's budget. Google drives are in the cloud and Quick books 

are in the cloud. Tanji is saved in the External Hard Drive and it lives in the office. 

Sherri Recommended to back up daily and store Hard Drive in the safe at night. And Daily 

back ups for the data. 

 

 
Two owners have not provided the office with keys. Owner will have to pay for the damage and 

cost of the locksmith if we need to get into their units. It will be mentioned in the website and 

owner’s portal for those owners who have not given us keys. If we need to get into their condo 

by force, then we will do it. This is the board's position. 

 
Audit Report  - Sherri has been working with Theo Brody. A few corrections were made and 

a few other questions need to be cleared up before releasing it to the community. Will be back 

to the office on Thursday.  Financial statements are accurate.  Most of the owners listed are 

one month behind. Few issues will prevent us from moving ahead. 

 

 
Adverse Possession Status - Still trying to get the plot. Anna did file a claim and set back 

violation at Leeward.  That is pending to the owner adjacent to us. Built up against our fence, 

the fence is not the lot line. 



By Laws Committee Progress Report - Larissa updated The committee is progressing slowly. 

They meet once a month right now. Only got up to Article 2, which is the 3rd page of the 

BYLAWS. They want to increase their meetings to twice a month. 

 

 
 

 
 
Discussed employee who has been out on medical leave and is expected to return to work. 

 
Discuss retaining attorney to review owner account in arrears and governing documents. 

 

 
 

 
Bod Nominees  - Board voted on a replacement member. Marily Blackhall is the new board 

member if she gives us a key. Bill Hanson will call her tomorrow. 



 

Spalling repair draft report Kevin we will have to work on it with Matt. The Bylaws are 

still unclear on some of those issues.  Kevin and BIll will work together. Good summary, 

spalling issues: everyone gets the same treatment. 

 
 
Owner renovations loft and window AC Units 

 

 
Engineer review of owner proposed renos. 

 

 
 

 
Owners installing wall mounted air conditioners in the wall and creating lofts in their units. Cut 

a whole in the exterior wall and create. The unit,  Dunkin 4 units that have the 

basements, those bottom basements have cut outs. 

 
Leeward 46 had an AC unit that failed and replaced it and couldn’t find the same size, the whole 

in our wall has a gaping whole in the concrete structure, filling up with water when it rains. Matt 

has contacted him to fix it. Moving forward we should eliminate them entirely. Only allow split 

units moving forward. 

 
Lofts in unvaulted spaces 

 

 
Issues on porches 3 on Windward, people that have enclosed archways that become part of 

their master bedrooms. 2 problems, they have done with cinderblock, weight on porch is 

overbearing.   Needs to be discussed, if we are out of compliance. Windward 17 is set up like 

that. Impact glass.  Does the insurance company, are we in compliance in that unit? Bylaws 

prohibit structural changes without board approval. 



 

Prohibit any further approval of these renovations. It is not structurally sound and all 

renovations need  to be in compliance with the Bylaws. No structural changes would be in 

compliance with the board. 

Windward 3, has sliders that are not installed nor hurricane safe and has no shutter. 

Let them know they need a shutter on their windows. 

Matt will get a list of condos that have these issues together. 


